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24ever is a startup founded by Harshit Kumar in the field of e-
commerce. The company's mission is to help businesses make
better decisions by delegating smaller decisions to their team of
experts. The process involves asking the team to come up with
multiple alternatives before evaluating options and making a final
decision. 24ever's unique value proposition lies in its ability to
provide businesses with a cost-effective and efficient way to
handle decision-making tasks. By outsourcing these tasks to
experts, companies can save valuable time and resources while
also benefiting from the diverse perspectives and insights of the
team. The company's services are designed to cater to a wide
range of businesses, from startups to established organizations.
The benefits of using 24ever's services include improved
decision-making, faster turnaround times, and reduced costs.
Harshit Kumar, the founder of 24ever, brings a wealth of
experience and expertise in e-commerce and business
management. He has a proven track record of success and has
worked with numerous companies to help them achieve their
goals. Overall, 24ever is an innovative and forward-thinking
startup that is poised to make a significant impact in the field of
e-commerce. Its focus on delegating decision-making tasks to
experts is a game-changer for businesses looking to streamline
their operations and stay ahead of the competition.

24ever

Harshit Kumar

E-commerce
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4d automotive

Shobhit Aggarwal

4D Automotive, founded by Shobhit Aggarwal, is a startup in the
field of E-Automotives. The company's mission is to provide a
sustainable and cost-effective solution for vehicle owners looking
to convert their existing 2-wheelers IC engine vehicles to electric
vehicles. The startup has developed a retrofit kit for E-Vehicle
users that works as a product, allowing customers to upgrade
their vehicles without having to purchase a brand new electric
vehicle. The kit includes all the necessary components for the
conversion process, including batteries, motor, controller, and
wiring, and can be installed by a trained technician in just a few
hours. By offering this retrofit kit, 4D Automotive is helping to
reduce the carbon footprint of transportation and promote the use
of electric vehicles. Additionally, this solution is cost-effective
for consumers as they can enjoy the benefits of an electric vehicle
without having to bear the high upfront cost of purchasing a new
one. Shobhit Aggarwal, the founder of 4D Automotive, brings
extensive experience in the automotive industry to the table. His
expertise, combined with a dedicated team of professionals, has
allowed the company to develop a high-quality product that
meets the needs of customers. Overall, 4D Automotive's
innovative approach to electric vehicle conversion has the
potential to disrupt the market and make a significant impact on
the environment and the automotive industry.

E-Automotives
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AanaPay

Shreyansh Gupta

AanaPay, founded by Shreyansh Gupta, is a fintech startup that
aims to help UPI users save money with every transaction. The
platform works by offering a unique product that allows users to
save a percentage of the transaction amount for every UPI
transaction they make. This means that users can save money on
every transaction they make, without having to change their
spending habits. With AanaPay, users can easily track their
savings and see the impact of their transactions on their overall
finances. The platform also provides personalized
recommendations and tips to help users save even more money.
By encouraging users to save money with every transaction,
AanaPay is helping to promote financial wellness and responsible
spending habits. Shreyansh Gupta, the founder of AanaPay, has a
background in fintech and is passionate about using technology to
improve financial literacy and empower users to take control of
their finances. With its innovative product and user-centric
approach, AanaPay is poised for success in the rapidly growing
fintech industry.

Fintech
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ANA GROUPS is a startup founded by Anshu Raj in the field of
Tour & Travels and Event Management. The company aims to
provide a seamless and enjoyable travel experience for its
customers by offering rental cars, tour packages (both national
and international), and organizing various types of corporate
events. The startup is committed to providing exceptional
services to its clients by ensuring that all their travel needs are
taken care of. With ANA GROUPS, customers can enjoy the
convenience of booking rental cars and tour packages online, as
well as the assurance that all their travel arrangements are in safe
hands. The startup prides itself on its ability to create tailor-made
tour packages based on the customers' preferences and interests.
This ensures that each trip is unique and personalized to meet the
needs of every individual traveler. ANA GROUPS also offers
corporate event management services for businesses looking to
organize team building events, conferences, or other travel-
related events. With a team of experienced professionals, ANA
GROUPS is well-equipped to handle all aspects of event planning
and execution, ensuring that businesses can focus on their core
objectives while leaving the travel arrangements in capable
hands.With its focus on customer satisfaction and attention to
detail, the company is well-positioned to become a leading player
in the tour and travel industry.
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Agrotech is a startup founded by Anand with the aim of helping
farmers grade their produce efficiently. The company is dedicated
to providing farmers with innovative solutions that can help them
increase their productivity and profitability. Agrotech's grading
technology is designed to simplify the grading process, making it
quicker, more accurate, and less labor-intensive. This technology
allows farmers to grade their produce quickly and easily, enabling
them to sell their products at competitive prices in the market.
The company's mission is to empower farmers by providing them
with the tools and technology they need to succeed in the highly
competitive agricultural sector. By doing so, Agrotech hopes to
improve the quality of life for farmers and their families, while
also promoting sustainable farming practices that benefit the
environment. Anand, the founder of Agrotech, is an experienced
entrepreneur with a background in agribusiness. He has a deep
understanding of the challenges faced by farmers and is
committed to using technology to solve these challenges. Under
his leadership, Agrotech has built a strong team of experts in the
field of agriculture, engineering, and technology, ensuring that
the company is well-positioned to succeed in the agrotech
industry.

Agrotech

Anand

Agrotech Startup
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Alchemy Cores

Astitva Singh & 
Rudransh Sharma

Alchemy Cores is a startup focused on providing cutting-edge
cyberspace solutions. The company offers a range of services and
products designed to improve cyber security, enhance user
experience, and optimize online performance. Alchemy Cores'
team of experts is dedicated to exploring new technologies and
techniques to provide clients with the most innovative and
effective solutions possible. The company's name reflects its
commitment to transforming the online world into a more secure
and efficient space. Overall, Alchemy Cores offers an innovative
and advanced approach to cyberspace solutions for businesses
and organizations. 

Cyberspace Provider
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Aneosis, founded by Poorendra Mishra, is a startup that aims to
revolutionize the car service industry by providing on-road and
home-based car services for travelers. With the increasing
demand for convenient and hassle-free travel experiences,
Aneosis offers a unique value proposition by providing high-
quality car services at the doorstep of its customers.
The startup is based on the idea of providing comprehensive car
services that include maintenance, repair, and cleaning, all in one
place. Aneosis is focused on providing its services to both
personal and commercial customers, offering a wide range of
options to suit their needs.
Aneosis' team of experienced professionals, including skilled
mechanics and technicians, are dedicated to providing prompt
and reliable services to ensure that customers have a stress-free
experience. They use the latest technology and equipment to
ensure that all car-related issues are addressed efficiently and
effectively.
Aneosis has already gained traction in the car service industry
due to its unique approach and exceptional customer service.
With Poorendra Mishra's leadership and the team's expertise,
Aneosis is poised for rapid growth and success in the years to
come

Aneosis

Poorendra Mishra

Car Service
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Animex is a startup founded by Rahul Pandey that offers a unique
combination of fashion clothing products and online services to
help customers unleash their inner anime hero. The company
specializes in providing high-quality clothing inspired by the
vibrant and dynamic world of anime, manga, and other Japanese
pop culture. 

Animex offers a range of products, including t-shirts, hoodies,
jackets, and other clothing items featuring colorful anime designs
and characters. Customers can browse and purchase these
products through Animex's online store, which is user-friendly
and offers a seamless shopping experience. 

In addition to its product offerings, Animex also provides online
services to help customers create their own custom anime-
inspired clothing designs. Customers can upload their own
artwork or choose from a selection of pre-made designs, and
Animex will print the designs onto high-quality clothing items. 

The team behind Animex is passionate about anime and Japanese
pop culture, and they bring their expertise and enthusiasm to
every aspect of the business. With a focus on quality, creativity,
and customer satisfaction, Animex is poised to become a leading
player in the fashion clothing industry.

Animex

Rahul Pandey

Fashion Clothing
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APATSU is a Health Tech startup founded by Tushar Asthana
that aims to provide 24*7 support for medical emergencies
through a combination of services and products. The company's
unique value proposition lies in its ability to seamlessly connect
patients with medical professionals, providing real-time access to
medical care and assistance whenever it is needed.

APATSU's services include a mobile application that allows users
to quickly and easily access medical support, as well as a
dedicated team of medical professionals that are available round-
the-clock to respond to emergencies. Additionally, the company
offers a range of innovative products, including wearable health
monitors and home-based medical devices that enable patients to
better manage their health and prevent medical emergencies.

The startup's target audience includes individuals who are looking
for reliable and accessible medical support, as well as healthcare
providers and institutions that are seeking to improve patient
outcomes and reduce the burden on their own resources. By
leveraging the latest technology and medical expertise, APATSU
is poised to transform the way people think about medical care
and emergency support, ultimately improving the lives of
countless individuals and families.

APATSU

Tushar Asthana

Health Tech
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Gkp Squats, founded by Aryan Singh Samrath, is a startup that
aims to simplify the process of finding and comparing suitable
PGs and hostels for students. The platform provides a
comprehensive database of available accommodations and allows
students to compare them based on various factors such as cost,
location, and amenities.
With the rising demand for quality accommodation for students,
Gkp Squats offers a one-stop solution to help students find a
suitable place to live during their academic years. The platform's
user-friendly interface and advanced search filters enable students
to quickly and easily find and compare accommodations that
meet their specific requirements and preferences.
Gkp Squats also works as a service provider, ensuring that
students have a hassle-free experience during the process of
searching and renting an accommodation. The startup has a team
of experienced professionals who assist students with their
queries and provide them with all the necessary information to
make an informed decision.

Overall, Gkp Squats is a promising startup that has the potential
to revolutionize the student accommodation sector. With a strong
focus on customer satisfaction and a commitment to providing
reliable and efficient services, the startup is poised to become a
leading player in the industry.

Gkp squats

Business

Aryan Singh Samrath
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ASL Edutech LLP is a startup dedicated to providing education
help to villages. The company offers a range of educational
programs and services designed to improve access to quality
education in rural areas. ASL Edutech LLP partners with local
schools and teachers to provide online and offline educational
resources, including live online classes, study materials, and test
preparation courses. The company's mission is to bridge the gap
between urban and rural education, ensuring that students in rural
areas have access to the same quality of education as their urban
counterparts. Overall, ASL Edutech LLP offers an innovative
solution to improving education in rural areas, helping to
empower students and communities through education. 

ASL EDUTECH LLP

Yash Agrawal & 
Sidhant Saxena & Manali

Ed Tech
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Barfi is a game-changing start-up that offers advanced safety
solutions to prevent airplane crashes. Our team of experts has
developed a cutting-edge system that uses high-tech sensors and
advanced AI algorithms to detect potential hazards in real-time.
Barfi's system provides pilots with real-time alerts and assists
them in making safer flight decisions. In the event of an
emergency, Barfi's system automatically activates safety
protocols to minimize the impact of a crash. With Barfi,
passengers can feel confident that they are flying with the latest
safety technology to ensure a secure and smooth journey. 

Barfi

kunal

Safety
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Believer is a food-based startup founded by Manish Shankar with
a mission to provide high-quality rice for diet persons. The
company recognizes that rice is an essential part of many people's
diets, but finding the right kind of rice can be challenging for
those with specific dietary requirements. 
Believer sources and produces rice that is free from harmful
additives, chemicals, and preservatives, making it suitable for
people with various dietary restrictions. The company's rice is
available in a range of options, including brown rice, white rice,
and various rice blends. 
Believer's rice is not only healthy but also delicious, with a rich,
nutty flavor and a satisfying texture. The company's products are
available online and in select stores, making it easy for customers
to access them from the comfort of their own homes. 
Manish Shankar has a background in food production and a deep
passion for creating healthy, sustainable food options. He
founded Believer with the goal of making healthy eating
accessible to all, and his commitment to quality and innovation
has helped the company establish a reputation as a leader in the
rice industry. 
Overall, Believer's dedication to providing high-quality, healthy
rice products makes it a promising startup in the food industry,
and one to watch for anyone looking to improve their dietary
habits.

Believer

Manish Shankar

Food
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Book Dekho is an innovative startup founded by Kushagra Rajput
that is focused on revolutionizing the way people buy and sell
second-hand books. The company's mission is to provide a platform
where people can sell their used books and others can buy them at the
lowest possible price. This makes reading more accessible to
everyone, regardless of their budget.
Book Dekho offers both products and services. Users can browse a
wide range of second-hand books on the company's website, and
purchase the ones that they are interested in. Alternatively, they can
sell their own books on the website and make some extra cash. The
website is easy to navigate, with a search function that makes finding
the desired book a breeze.
Book Dekho's unique value proposition lies in its focus on providing
a simple and cost-effective solution to book lovers. The platform
offers a win-win situation for both buyers and sellers, with sellers
being able to get rid of their unwanted books and buyers being able to
find great deals on pre-owned books. This innovative approach has
quickly gained popularity among book lovers in India and is set to
continue growing in the future.
The team behind Book Dekho has a wealth of experience in the e-
commerce industry, with a particular focus on providing affordable
solutions to customers. They are dedicated to providing a top-quality
service and are continuously improving the platform to better serve
their users. Overall, Book Dekho is a game-changing startup that is
set to transform the second-hand book market in India.

Book Dekho

Kushagra Rajput

E-Commerce
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Born to Code is a health tech startup founded by Chaitanya with a
mission to revolutionize the healthcare industry by providing an
innovative health care alert system. The alert system is designed to
help people stay on top of their health and avoid medical
emergencies.
The platform works as a service that provides personalized and
timely health care alerts to users. The system is based on advanced
algorithms that analyze a user's health data, such as medical
history, vital signs, and lifestyle habits, to predict potential health
risks and provide timely alerts and recommendations to mitigate
them.
Born to Code's alert system is unique in the market, as it offers
personalized health alerts tailored to each user's specific health
needs and preferences. The platform is user-friendly and accessible
to people of all ages and backgrounds, making it an ideal solution
for those who want to take proactive measures to maintain their
health.
Chaitanya and the Born to Code team have extensive experience in
the healthcare industry and a strong track record of developing
innovative solutions that improve patient outcomes. The startup has
already established partnerships with leading healthcare providers
and institutions, showcasing its potential for success. With its
cutting-edge alert system and dedicated team, Born to Code is
poised to make a significant impact on the healthcare industry and
improve the health and well-being of people worldwide.

Born to code

Chaitanya

Health care
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Bueway Therapeutics is a startup founded by Saurav Kumar Gupta
that specializes in plant-based nutrition and therapeutics. The
company's mission is to provide natural and sustainable solutions to
address the health and wellness needs of consumers. Bueway
Therapeutics' products and services are centered around
nutraceuticals - supplements and functional foods that provide
health benefits beyond basic nutrition. 
Bueway Therapeutics' plant-based nutrition products are carefully
crafted from organic and natural ingredients that are scientifically
proven to have therapeutic benefits. Their range of products
includes supplements, functional foods, and drinks that are
designed to promote health and well-being. Additionally, the
company provides services such as nutrition counseling and
personalized dietary plans to help customers achieve their health
goals. 
What sets Bueway Therapeutics apart is their commitment to
sustainability and ethical practices. The company sources
ingredients from farmers who use sustainable and regenerative
farming practices. Bueway Therapeutics also supports local
communities by partnering with small-scale farmers and producers. 
The Bueway Therapeutics team consists of experienced
nutritionists and food scientists who are passionate about creating
innovative and effective nutraceutical solutions. With their
expertise and dedication to sustainability, Bueway Therapeutics is
poised to become a leader in the field of plant-based therapeutics
and nutrition

Bueway therapeucits

Saurav Kumar Gupta

Nutraceutical in foods
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Campus Notes Hub is an EdTech and E-commerce startup
founded by Bibek Jha that provides a platform for sharing and
selling notes and project ideas online. The startup operates in
collaboration with teachers, contributors, and students to create a
wide range of high-quality educational products and services.
The goal of Campus Notes Hub is to provide a comprehensive
platform that empowers students to achieve their academic goals
and succeed in their studies. Through the platform, students can
access a wide range of study materials, notes, and project ideas,
all developed and curated by experienced teachers and
contributors.
The startup is committed to creating a community-driven
ecosystem that fosters collaboration and innovation in the
education sector. The platform offers a variety of features that
enable teachers and contributors to share their expertise, connect
with students, and monetize their work.
Overall, Campus Notes Hub offers a unique value proposition in
the EdTech and E-commerce space by providing a convenient,
affordable, and high-quality platform for students to access
educational resources. With its innovative approach and strong
community focus, the startup is poised to make a significant
impact in the education sector and help students achieve their
academic goals.

CampusNotesHub
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Codesite is an innovative startup founded by Ishan Gupta in the
field of e-commerce. The company offers customized shoes and
apparel for both men and women, providing a unique blend of
product and services. With its cutting-edge technology and
efficient production process, Codesite is poised to disrupt the
traditional fashion industry. 
The company's mission is to provide customers with personalized
fashion options that truly reflect their individuality. By using
advanced 3D printing technology, Codesite is able to create bespoke
footwear and clothing that perfectly fits the customer's unique style
and preferences. This results in a product that is not only comfortable
and stylish but also eco-friendly, as the company uses sustainable
materials in its manufacturing process. 
Codesite's target audience includes fashion-conscious individuals
who are looking for exclusive and personalized fashion options. By
offering a wide range of customization options, the company caters to
a diverse set of preferences and styles. Customers can select from a
variety of colors, designs, and materials, allowing them to create a
truly unique product that suits their individual taste. 
The team behind Codesite is made up of experts in the fields of
fashion, technology, and sustainability. With a wealth of
experience and a passion for innovation, the team is committed to
delivering exceptional products and services to customers.

Codesite

Ishan Gupta

E-commerce
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Coolopool is a digital marketing startup founded by Aayush
Pratap Singh that provides sales generation services for
organizations. The company's mission is to help businesses of all
sizes and industries grow their sales and revenue through
effective digital marketing strategies.
Coolopool uses a variety of methods to achieve this goal,
including search engine optimization (SEO), pay-per-click (PPC)
advertising, social media marketing, email marketing, and content
marketing. These strategies are tailored to each client's unique
needs and goals, ensuring that they receive a personalized and
effective marketing plan.
By leveraging the latest technology and industry best practices,
Coolopool helps clients increase their online visibility, attract
qualified leads, and convert them into paying customers. The
startup has already established a strong track record of success,
working with a diverse range of clients from various industries.

The founder, Aayush Pratap Singh, has a background in digital
marketing and is an expert in the field. He has assembled a team
of highly skilled professionals with years of experience in digital
marketing, making Coolopool a reliable and trusted partner for
businesses seeking to boost their online presence and sales. With
its innovative and results-driven approach, Coolopool is poised to
become a leading player in the digital marketing space.

Coolopool

Aayush Pratap Singh

Digital Marketing
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Dark-X is an Ed-Tech startup founded by Divyansh Pathak that
focuses on providing personalized solutions to students' academic
problems. The company's mission is to make education accessible
and affordable for everyone by offering tailored services that
cater to each student's unique needs. 
Dark-X offers a range of services to students, including one-on-
one tutoring, homework help, test preparation, and academic
counseling. The startup's team of experienced educators works
closely with each student to identify their strengths and
weaknesses and create a customized learning plan that maximizes
their potential. 
By leveraging technology and data-driven insights, Dark-X is
able to deliver high-quality education services at a fraction of the
cost of traditional tutoring. The startup's user-friendly platform
and mobile app make it easy for students to access their learning
resources and track their progress from anywhere at any time. 

Founder Divyansh Pathak is a seasoned education professional
with a passion for helping students succeed. He has assembled a
team of talented educators and technologists who share his vision
for transforming the way students learn. With its innovative
approach and commitment to excellence, Dark-X is well
positioned to disrupt the Ed-Tech industry and become a leader in
personalized education services.

Dark - X

Divyansh Pathak

Ed-Tech
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Forensic Science Service (Audio-Video Analysis, Crime Scene
Investigation & Reconstruction, Accidental Case Investigation,
Blood Examination, Handwriting & Signature Examination,
Fingerprint Examination, Data Recovery, Forensic Photography),
Private Investigator, Training and workshops, Education
(Certification Programmes).

DIKE INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY PVT. LTD.

Aditya Saini

Forensic Scienc
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Diniimal is a restaurant startup founded by Guddu Kumar that aims to
revolutionize the way people dine out. The company offers an
innovative online booking service that allows users to reserve
restaurant seats in advance, as well as access information about the
restaurant's menu, taste, and atmosphere through their app.
Diniimal's mission is to provide a seamless and hassle-free dining
experience for customers, while also helping restaurants to maximize
their revenue and customer satisfaction. By eliminating the need for
customers to wait in line for a table, Diniimal allows them to plan
their dining experience in advance, ensuring a more enjoyable and
efficient experience.
The app offers detailed information about each restaurant, including
reviews, ratings, and photos, allowing customers to make informed
decisions about where to eat. The app also offers recommendations
and personalized suggestions based on the user's preferences and past
dining experiences.
Founder Guddu Kumar has extensive experience in the restaurant
industry and has assembled a team of talented professionals with
expertise in app development, restaurant management, and customer
service. By combining their knowledge and skills, Diniimal is able to
offer a unique and innovative solution that benefits both customers
and restaurants.
In a world where convenience and efficiency are highly valued,
Diniimal's online booking service is poised to become a game-
changer in the restaurant industry. With its user-friendly interface and
comprehensive features, 

Diniimal

Guddu Kumar

Restaurant
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Divine Thinkers is an e-commerce startup founded by Ayush
Gupta that specializes in providing a platform for selling religious
products directly to consumers. The company's mission is to
make it easy and convenient for individuals to purchase high-
quality puja samagri, rudraksha, and other religious items from
some of the most famous holy places. 
The e-commerce platform offered by Divine Thinkers is designed
to provide a seamless and user-friendly experience for customers.
The platform features a wide range of products, carefully curated
from holy places across the country, ensuring that customers have
access to authentic and high-quality items. 
In addition to offering religious products, Divine Thinkers also
provides various services related to spiritual and religious
practices. These services include online consultation with
renowned astrologers, pandits, and other spiritual practitioners.
Customers can also avail of personalized puja services, where a
pandit will perform a puja on their behalf at a temple of their
choice. 
Founder Ayush Gupta has a background in e-commerce and a
deep understanding of the religious product market. His vision is
to make it easier for individuals to access religious products and
services in a more convenient and affordable way. With its
unique offering and commitment to quality, Divine Thinkers is
well-positioned to become a leading player in the e-commerce
space.

4d Divine Thinkers

Ayush Gupta

E - commerce
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Doubt Free is a startup that offers a state-of-the-art learning
platform for coding and education. The platform provides a
variety of educational resources, including courses, tutorials, and
coding challenges, to help students develop their coding skills.
With a focus on removing doubts and providing support, Doubt
Free offers a personalized learning experience with access to
expert mentors who can provide assistance and guidance. The
platform is designed to be user-friendly and intuitive, making it
accessible to students of all levels. Overall, Doubt Free offers an
innovative solution to online learning for coding and education,
providing a supportive and engaging platform for students to
develop their skills.

DOUBT FREE

Mayank Kumar

EdTech
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Dry Shower is a startup founded by Modassir Alam in the field of
tech and hardware. The company's mission is to provide a unique
solution for taking a bath using the least amount of water
possible. 
The product is designed for people who live in water-scarce
regions, go on camping trips or are looking for an eco-friendly
alternative to traditional bathing methods. The product is easy to
use and does not require any additional plumbing or electricity. It
is perfect for people who are always on-the-go, as it is compact
and portable. 
Dry Shower not only provides a product but also offers services
to help individuals and organizations conserve water. The
company's expert team provides consultation and training on
water conservation practices to promote sustainability. 
The founder, Modassir Alam, has a background in tech and
hardware and has worked on several innovative projects in the
past. He has assembled a team of experts in engineering, design,
and sustainability to develop and market this groundbreaking
product. 
With the growing need for water conservation, Dry Shower is
well-positioned to capture a significant market share. The
startup's unique value proposition, coupled with its commitment
to sustainability, has already garnered attention from customers
and investors alike

Dry Shower

Modassir Alam

Tech+Hardware
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Easypg is a real estate startup founded by Harshit Verma that
provides services in the sector of hostels and PGs (paying guest
accommodations). The company's mission is to make it easier for
students to find the best PG and hostel accommodations with the best
facilities and environment. 
Easypg's innovative platform enables students to search for and
compare a wide range of PG and hostel options based on their
specific requirements and preferences. The startup has partnerships
with numerous high-quality PG and hostel providers, allowing it to
offer a diverse selection of accommodations to its clients. 
The services provided by Easypg are designed to help students
overcome the challenges of finding suitable PG and hostel
accommodations in a new city or town. With Easypg, students can
easily view and compare different options, read reviews and ratings
from other students, and book their preferred accommodations online. 
The founder, Harshit Verma, has a background in real estate and is
passionate about helping students find the best possible
accommodations during their studies. He has assembled a team of
experienced professionals who share his vision and are dedicated to
providing the highest level of service to Easypg's clients. 
With its user-friendly platform, extensive network of partner
accommodations, and commitment to customer satisfaction, Easypg
is poised to become a leading player in the PG and hostel
accommodation sector.

Easypg

Harshit Verma

Real Estate
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egTheta is a clothing startup founded by Bhuvi that offers a
unique blend of clothing brand products and services. The
company's mission is to provide customers with high-quality
clothing products while also offering personalized services to
meet their unique needs and preferences. At egTheta, customers
can choose from a wide range of clothing products, including
dresses, tops, pants, and accessories. All of the clothing is made
from high-quality materials and is designed with style, comfort,
and durability in mind. Customers can shop online or visit
egTheta's physical store to browse the latest collections and find
the perfect outfit for any occasion. In addition to its clothing
products, egTheta also offers a range of personalized services to
help customers look and feel their best. These services include
wardrobe consulting, personal styling, and customization options
to ensure that customers get the perfect fit and style for their body
type and personal taste. The founder, Bhuvi, has a passion for
fashion and design and has used her expertise to create a unique
brand that blends high-quality products with exceptional
customer service. With its focus on both product and service
offerings, egTheta is poised to become a leading player in the
clothing industry, providing customers with a one-of-a-kind
shopping experience that they won't find anywhere else.

egTheta

Bhuvi

clothing
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Elixer is an innovative startup founded by Yash Dwivedi and
Rashi Bharadwaj in the field of e-commerce. The company offers
an online fragrance subscription service that works as a unique
and convenient way for customers to experience and enjoy
different scents. Elixer's service is simple yet effective.
Customers can sign up for a monthly subscription and receive a
curated selection of fragrances delivered straight to their door.
The company uses data-driven technology to personalize the
fragrance recommendations for each customer based on their
preferences and previous selections. The Elixer team is
passionate about providing high-quality fragrances at an
affordable price. They source their scents from top-notch
perfumers and work directly with manufacturers to ensure that
the products are authentic and of the highest quality. Elixer's
online platform is user-friendly, making it easy for customers to
manage their subscriptions, change their preferences, and provide
feedback. The company's customer service is top-notch, with a
team of dedicated professionals always available to answer any
questions or concerns. Overall, Elixer offers a unique and
exciting way for customers to discover and enjoy new fragrances.
With a focus on quality, affordability, and customer satisfaction,
this startup is poised for success in the competitive e-commerce
landscape.

Elixer

Yash Dwivedi & 
Rashi Bharadwaj

Product
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Esportzvio is a startup founded by Prashansa, Sarwagya Singh,
and Aman Kumar in the field of sports equipment and services.
The company's mission is to provide high-quality, affordable
sports equipment and services to athletes and sports enthusiasts.
Esportzvio offers a wide range of sports equipment, including
everything from balls and bats to athletic clothing and
accessories. In addition, the company provides a variety of
services, such as coaching, training, and sports facility
management, to help athletes and sports teams achieve their
goals. What sets Esportzvio apart from other sports equipment
and service providers is their commitment to quality and
affordability. The company sources the best materials and works
with top-notch manufacturers to ensure that their products meet
the highest standards. At the same time, Esportzvio keeps their
prices low so that everyone can have access to high-quality sports
equipment and services. Esportzvio's target audience includes
athletes of all ages and skill levels, as well as sports teams,
coaches, and sports facility managers. By offering a one-stop-
shop for all their sports equipment and service needs, Esportzvio
aims to make it easy and affordable for everyone to enjoy the
benefits of sports and an active lifestyle.
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Fico System (FS) is a health startup founded by Keshv Tyagi,
committed to delivering top-quality healthcare services to people.
The company is founded on the belief that good health is
invaluable and should be accessible to everyone, and it aims to
address the gaps in the current healthcare system by providing
innovative and reliable solutions. FS offers a range of services
that cater to the different needs of its customers. The company's
offerings include regular checkups, diagnostic tests, and
specialized treatments. Its state-of-the-art facilities and
experienced medical professionals ensure that patients receive
accurate diagnoses and personalized treatment plans. FS
understands the importance of preventive healthcare, and it
emphasizes the need for early detection and management of
health conditions. It also provides education and resources to help
individuals maintain healthy lifestyles and make informed
decisions about their health. Keshv Tyagi, the founder of FS, is a
seasoned healthcare professional with years of experience in the
industry. His expertise and vision have been instrumental in
creating a startup that is well-positioned to provide innovative
healthcare solutions to people. Overall, FS is a promising startup
that has the potential to make a significant impact in the field of
healthcare. With its focus on quality, accessibility, and
innovation, FS is poised to become a leading player in the
industry and improve the lives of many people.
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Figureheads is a revolutionary startup founded by Deepak Kumar
in the field of healthcare. With a focus on innovation, the
company aims to tackle various problems faced by people in the
healthcare sector. Figureheads offers a unique set of services that
cater to the needs of individuals, families, and communities alike.
The startup has developed an innovative approach to healthcare
that puts the patient at the center of everything they do. This
patient-centric model ensures that each individual receives
personalized care that is tailored to their specific needs. The team
at Figureheads consists of highly experienced professionals who
are dedicated to providing the best possible care to their clients.
What sets Figureheads apart from other healthcare providers is
their unique use of technology. The company utilizes cutting-
edge technology to provide efficient and effective healthcare
services to their clients. This technology allows the team to
identify and address health issues in a timely manner, reducing
the risk of complications and ensuring a better outcome for the
patient. Figureheads is committed to making healthcare
accessible to everyone. They believe that quality healthcare
should not be a luxury and have designed their services to be
affordable for all. With a focus on innovation, technology, and
affordability, Figureheads is poised to become a leading
healthcare provider in the industry.
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Foodenia is a startup founded by Kashish Gupta that aims to
revolutionize the food industry by providing healthy and
delicious tiffin services to its customers. The company offers a
unique customization option of different state cuisines that cater
to individual tastes and preferences. In addition to their tiffin
services, Foodenia also operates moving food outlets outside
various universities. The company's mobile outlets serve freshly
prepared meals that are convenient for students on the go.
Foodenia's mission is to promote healthy eating habits among its
customers without compromising on taste. The startup uses high-
quality, locally sourced ingredients to ensure the freshness and
nutritional value of its food. With a focus on affordability and
accessibility, Foodenia aims to make healthy eating a convenient
option for everyone. The team behind Foodenia has extensive
experience in the food industry and is committed to delivering
excellent customer service. The startup has already gained a loyal
following and is poised for growth with plans to expand its
services to more universities and areas. Overall, Foodenia's
innovative approach to providing healthy and tasty food options
has the potential to transform the food industry and improve the
overall health and well-being of its customers
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Future Gold, founded by Afjal, is a cutting-edge startup that aims
to revolutionize the textile industry by providing innovative
solutions for the clothing needs of student nurses and doctors.
The startup's core mission is to solve the problem faced by these
professionals when selecting and ordering the appropriate dress
code for their work environment. Future Gold offers a unique
combination of both products and services, including a
comprehensive online platform that allows customers to easily
browse, select and order their required dress codes. The startup's
clothing products are made from high-quality materials that are
designed to provide comfort, durability, and functionality for
healthcare professionals. The startup's team is made up of
industry experts with a wealth of experience in textile production,
fashion design, and healthcare management. They have a deep
understanding of the challenges faced by healthcare professionals
when selecting appropriate clothing for their work environment,
and are committed to providing the best solutions possible. By
leveraging its expertise and innovation, Future Gold aims to
become a leading player in the healthcare textile industry,
providing its customers with the best products and services that
are tailored to their needs. With its focus on customer satisfaction
and commitment to excellence, Future Gold is poised to make a
significant impact in the textile industry and beyond.
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Future Guidance is an Ed Tech startup founded by Nishant
Srivastava and Ayush Agarwal. The mission of the company is to
provide guidance to students regarding future jobs and
professions, and help them pursue the right field for their future
endeavors. Through their platform, Future Guidance offers a
range of services to assist students in making informed decisions
about their future. They provide personalized career counseling,
offer information on various professions and their requirements,
and help students identify their strengths and interests. The
startup uses advanced technologies such as AI and machine
learning to provide tailored recommendations based on a student's
aptitude and preferences. Their platform also offers insights into
the latest industry trends and emerging job opportunities, helping
students stay ahead of the curve. With their user-friendly
interface, Future Guidance ensures that students have a seamless
and hassle-free experience. The startup has a team of experienced
professionals with diverse backgrounds in education and career
counseling, ensuring that students receive the best possible
guidance. Overall, Future Guidance is a promising startup that
has the potential to revolutionize the field of Ed Tech by
providing students with the necessary guidance and resources to
succeed in their chosen professions.
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Get Help is a startup founded by Dipti Kunwar that provides
home services in the field of education. The company offers a
wide range of services such as caretakers, cooks, and other
personnel who can assist with household tasks. Get Help aims to
provide convenient and reliable services to busy parents and
individuals who may need extra support in managing their
household. What sets Get Help apart from other home service
providers is its focus on education. The company understands that
learning does not just take place in the classroom, but also at
home. By providing a safe and nurturing environment, parents
can rest assured that their children are in good hands while they
are away. In addition to providing caretakers for children, Get
Help also offers tutoring services for students who need
additional academic support. Get Help's team consists of highly
experienced professionals who are passionate about helping
families and individuals achieve a better work-life balance. The
company is committed to providing excellent customer service
and personalized support to each of its clients. Overall, Get Help
is a valuable resource for busy individuals and families who need
assistance with their home and education needs. With its focus on
quality and convenience, Get Help is poised for success in the
home services industry.
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Grain o foods is a startup founded by Pratibha Kesarwani in the
field of agricultural grains. The mission of the company is to
provide high-quality grains directly to end-users through a unique
combination of services and products. The startup aims to address
the challenges faced by small farmers in accessing markets, while
also providing consumers with a convenient and reliable source
of high-quality grains. Grain o foods sources its grains from small
farmers who use sustainable and environmentally friendly
farming practices. By working directly with these farmers, the
startup is able to ensure that the grains are of the highest quality
and are grown in a socially responsible manner. The grains are
then processed and packaged in a state-of-the-art facility to
maintain their freshness and nutritional value. One of the unique
aspects of Grain o foods is that it offers both services and
products. The company's online platform allows customers to
order grains directly from the source, cutting out middlemen and
ensuring that farmers receive fair prices for their products. In
addition, Grain o foods offers a range of value-added products,
such as flour, rice, and lentils, that are processed in-house and
delivered directly to the customer's doorstep. Overall, Grain o
foods is a promising startup that is making a positive impact on
the agricultural sector by promoting sustainable and socially
responsible farming practices, while also providing consumers
with convenient access to high-quality grains and related
products.
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Hassle Free is a fintech startup focused on simplifying financial
management for individuals and businesses. The company offers
an easy-to-use platform that provides a range of financial
services, including banking, payments, and investment
management. With a user-friendly interface and innovative
features, Hassle Free aims to make financial management hassle-
free for its clients.
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Hauk is a startup founded by Harsh Agarwal in the field of
manufacturing. The company's primary focus is on waste
management-related activities, addressing the growing problem of
untreated and uncollected waste in India. Hauk aims to tackle this
issue in an organized and efficient manner, with the goal of utilizing
waste as a valuable resource. Hauk provides waste management
services that involve the collection, segregation, and processing of
waste material. The company utilizes state-of-the-art technology and
innovative solutions to manage waste, making it an environmentally
friendly and sustainable process. Hauk also provides consulting
services to help organizations and individuals manage their waste
more effectively. The startup's mission is to create a cleaner and more
sustainable environment by promoting the responsible management
of waste. Hauk's goal is to contribute towards a circular economy
where waste is not considered a liability, but rather an opportunity for
value creation. Harsh Agarwal, the founder of Hauk, has a strong
background in manufacturing and has a passion for sustainability. He
has brought together a team of experts who are committed to
providing innovative solutions for waste management. In summary,
Hauk is a manufacturing startup that provides waste management
services and consulting to help organizations and individuals manage
their waste in a sustainable and responsible manner. With its focus on
environmental sustainability and innovation, Hauk has the potential
to make a significant impact in the field of waste management in
India.
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Hcare is a startup that provides online homeopathy consultancy
services. The company's platform connects patients with
experienced and qualified homeopathic doctors, offering a
convenient and accessible way to receive treatment. Patients can
access the platform from the comfort of their own homes,
avoiding the hassle of in-person consultations. Hcare's team of
doctors is dedicated to providing personalized treatment plans
based on each patient's unique needs and medical history. The
company's goal is to make homeopathy more accessible to
patients, providing a convenient and affordable alternative to
traditional healthcare. Overall, Hcare offers an innovative and
user-friendly solution to online homeopathy consultancy services. 
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Healer is a Health Tech startup founded by Raushan Kumar
Pandey with the aim of revolutionizing the healthcare industry.
The startup is an online platform that connects patients, doctors,
and ambulances, providing comprehensive healthcare services at
the click of a button. With Healer, patients can easily search for
and book appointments with qualified doctors, request ambulance
services, and even access telemedicine consultations from the
comfort of their own homes. What sets Healer apart from other
healthcare platforms is its focus on providing personalized and
affordable healthcare services. The platform offers a wide range
of services, including diagnostic tests, medicine delivery, and
health insurance, all of which can be accessed through the user-
friendly interface. Healer also boasts a robust rating system,
which allows patients to provide feedback on their experiences
with doctors and other healthcare providers. With a team of
experienced professionals in the field of Health Tech, Raushan
Kumar Pandey and the Healer team are committed to improving
the accessibility and quality of healthcare services in India. The
startup has already garnered widespread recognition and support,
and is poised to become a leader in the Health Tech space in the
years to come.
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Health G is a Health Tech startup founded by Sahil Negi that
focuses on Patient Health Record Management. This innovative
service aims to make it easier for patients to access and manage
their medical records, as well as for healthcare providers to
securely share and access patient information. Health G's solution
is designed to streamline the healthcare experience for both
patients and providers, ultimately improving patient outcomes
and reducing administrative burden. Health G's platform offers a
range of features, including secure cloud-based storage of patient
health records, the ability to easily share records with healthcare
providers, and a user-friendly interface that allows patients to
easily access and manage their health information. By
centralizing patient health records in one place, Health G aims to
reduce errors and duplication, improve coordination of care, and
empower patients to take a more active role in their own health.
The Health G team is composed of experienced professionals in
the Health Tech industry, with a track record of delivering
innovative and effective solutions. They are committed to using
the latest technology and best practices to provide the highest
quality service to their customers. Overall, Health G is a game-
changing solution for Patient Health Record Management that has
the potential to revolutionize the healthcare industry and improve
the lives of patients and healthcare providers alike.
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Hey Geek is an innovative startup in the Edtech industry, founded
by Aryan with a vision of providing accessible education and
development opportunities to anyone in need. The startup offers a
range of services to students, professionals, and anyone looking
to enhance their skills and knowledge. Hey Geek aims to bridge
the gap between traditional learning methods and modern
technological advancements. With a team of experienced
educators and technologists, Hey Geek offers personalized
learning experiences tailored to individual needs. The startup's
services include online courses, workshops, tutoring, mentorship
programs, and career guidance. Hey Geek's platform is user-
friendly and designed to provide an engaging and interactive
learning experience for its users. Hey Geek's unique value
proposition lies in its commitment to inclusivity and affordability.
The startup aims to provide education and development
opportunities to all, regardless of their background or financial
situation. Hey Geek also partners with leading organizations to
offer scholarship opportunities to underprivileged communities.
Overall, Hey Geek is a promising startup in the Edtech industry,
with a mission to empower individuals with the tools and
knowledge they need to succeed in their personal and
professional lives.
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HK Cares is a digital marketing startup founded by Harshita,
specializing in beauty and cosmetic products. The company offers
both services and products, providing a comprehensive solution for
businesses in this industry. The mission of HK Cares is to help
beauty and cosmetic businesses achieve their full potential through
effective digital marketing strategies. The team brings a wealth of
experience and expertise in this field, using the latest tools and
techniques to create tailored solutions that meet the unique needs of
each client. One of the key features that sets HK Cares apart from
competitors is its focus on both services and products. Clients can
choose from a range of digital marketing services such as social
media management, search engine optimization, email marketing,
and more. Additionally, the company also offers a range of beauty
and cosmetic products that have been specifically designed and
formulated to meet the needs of its target audience. HK Cares' target
audience includes beauty and cosmetic businesses of all sizes, from
startups to established companies. By working with HK Cares,
businesses can benefit from increased online visibility, greater brand
awareness, and improved engagement with their target audience.
Overall, HK Cares is a dynamic and innovative startup that is poised
to make a significant impact in the beauty and cosmetic industry.
With its unique combination of services and products, along with its
expert team and personalized approach, the company is well-
positioned for success in the digital marketing landscape.
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Infinity Merch is a startup founded by Saksham Chawla that
specializes in merchandising and offers a wide range of services
to cater to the needs of different businesses. With a focus on
creating unique and high-quality merchandise, Infinity Merch
aims to help businesses build their brand and enhance their
customer experience. Whether it's designing and producing
custom t-shirts, creating branded promotional items, or
developing customized merchandise solutions, Infinity Merch
offers a comprehensive range of services to meet the diverse
needs of its clients. The company leverages its expertise in the
field of merchandising to provide customized solutions that are
tailored to each client's specific requirements. One of the unique
aspects of Infinity Merch is its emphasis on sustainability. The
company is committed to using eco-friendly materials and
processes in its operations, which not only helps to reduce the
environmental impact but also ensures that clients receive high-
quality products that are durable and long-lasting. The startup's
founder, Saksham Chawla, has a strong background in
merchandising and has worked with several well-known brands
in the past. With a team of experienced professionals and a
commitment to excellence, Infinity Merch is well-positioned to
become a leader in the field of merchandising services
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INVITU is a digital invitation platform that provides a modern
and convenient solution for event invitations. Founded by Md
Raiyan Alam and Elina Saxana, INVITU offers a variety of
invitation designs and templates that can be customized to suit
any occasion or event. The platform is easy to use and can be
accessed from anywhere, making it a great choice for people who
want to save time and effort when sending out invitations. Unlike
traditional paper invitations, INVITU's digital invitations are
environmentally friendly and cost-effective. Users can choose
from a range of designs and themes, add their own personal
touch, and send the invitations to their guests in just a few clicks.
INVITU's platform also includes features such as RSVP tracking,
guest list management, and reminder notifications, making it
easier for event organizers to keep track of their guests and plan
accordingly. With a focus on providing high-quality customer
service and user-friendly design, INVITU is quickly becoming a
popular choice for people looking to create memorable and
stylish invitations for their events. The startup's innovative
approach to digital invitations has attracted attention and
recognition, positioning INVITU as a key player in the invitation
services market
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Itihaas is a gaming startup founded by Mayank Kumar and Arnav
Jain that focuses on bringing the rich history and culture of
ancient India to life through interactive gameplay. The company's
flagship product is a game that was selected in Toycathon 2020, a
prestigious government initiative aimed at promoting innovation
and design in the toy and gaming industry. Itihaas offers both
services and products, including the aforementioned game, which
has been designed to appeal to players of all ages and skill levels.
With its engaging storyline, stunning graphics, and immersive
gameplay, the game allows players to explore the vibrant world
of ancient India while learning about its customs, traditions, and
historical events. What sets Itihaas apart from other gaming
startups is its deep commitment to research and authenticity. The
team behind the company includes experts in Indian history and
culture, who have worked tirelessly to ensure that every detail in
the game is accurate and reflects the true spirit of the time period.
Itihaas's founders have a strong track record of success in the
gaming industry, having previously worked for top gaming
companies and contributed to the development of several
successful titles. With their expertise, passion for history, and
dedication to creating high-quality gaming experiences, Itihaas is
poised for great success in the coming years.
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Kaam-Kaaz is a revolutionary startup founded by Rahul Kumar
Chaudhary that aims to make a positive impact on society. Their
mission is to create a platform that connects blue-collar workers
with potential customers who require their services or products.
By providing a central hub for people to find and hire reliable
workers, Kaam-Kaaz is helping to bridge the gap between
customers and workers. Their platform offers a wide range of
services and products, including plumbing, electrical work,
construction, and more. The startup's unique value proposition
lies in their commitment to ensuring that all workers on their
platform are vetted for quality and reliability. This ensures that
customers can trust the workers they hire and feel confident that
they will receive high-quality service. Kaam-Kaaz's target
audience includes individuals, households, and businesses that
require blue-collar services or products. The benefits of using
their platform include convenience, reliability, and access to a
wide range of workers and services. The team behind Kaam-Kaaz
is highly skilled and experienced in the field of public welfare.
They are dedicated to making a positive impact on society by
providing meaningful employment opportunities for blue-collar
workers and improving access to services for customers. Overall,
Kaam-Kaaz is a promising startup with a unique approach to
addressing the needs of both workers and customers in the blue-
collar sector
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Kalam is a startup dedicated to making eco-friendly products.
The company's flagship product is a recycled paper pen that is not
only sustainable but also functional and stylish. Kalam's pens are
made using recycled paper, reducing waste and helping to protect
the environment. The pens feature a comfortable grip and a
smooth writing experience, making them an ideal choice for
everyday use. Kalam is committed to sustainability, using only
environmentally friendly materials and manufacturing processes.
The company's name reflects its mission to inspire positive
change through simple yet effective solutions. Overall, Kalam
offers an innovative and eco-conscious approach to writing tools,
helping to reduce waste and promote sustainability. 
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CulinaryIQ is a startup founded by Anuj Srivastava that
specializes in the field of Food Tech HMI. The company is
focused on revolutionizing the way we interact with our kitchens
by incorporating AI and IoT technology. The smart kitchen
developed by CulinaryIQ offers a range of features that promote
health, safety, and convenience in the kitchen.
The AI-powered system enables users to monitor and control
their kitchen appliances remotely using their smartphones. The
smart kitchen also features IoT-enabled devices that can monitor
the user's health metrics, such as blood sugar levels and heart
rate, and provide real-time recommendations for healthy meal
options.The company's vision is to create a kitchen that is not
only smart but also intuitive and user-friendly. By providing
personalized recommendations and guidance, CulinaryIQ aims to
help people make healthier and more informed food choices.
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La Cartel Perfumery is a promising startup in the perfume
industry founded by Ashwin Dawer. This company offers both
product and service-based solutions to its customers, providing a
unique and customizable experience for fragrance lovers. Their
product line includes a variety of high-quality, artisanal perfumes
that are carefully crafted to appeal to a diverse range of tastes and
preferences. Customers can choose from a wide selection of
scents or even create their own personalized fragrance with the
help of expert perfumers. In addition to their product offerings,
La Cartel Perfumery also provides fragrance consultation
services, helping customers discover the perfect scent that best
reflects their personality and style. Their team of experienced
consultants works closely with each client to understand their
preferences and needs, creating a truly personalized and
enjoyable experience. La Cartel Perfumery's focus on providing
exceptional quality and personalized service sets it apart from its
competitors in the perfume industry. With its unique approach
and commitment to excellence, this startup is well-positioned to
become a leading name in the fragrance market.
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Manparth Bharat is a pioneering startup founded by Shivansh
Srivastav in the field of ED-TECH and Religious Duality. With a
strong focus on the module of ODOG (One District One Gurukul),
the company is dedicated to transforming India into a world guru.
Through a combination of innovative services and products,
Manparth Bharat is revolutionizing the education system and
bridging the gap between traditional religious teachings and modern
learning. The company's flagship program, ODOG, aims to establish
one gurukul or spiritual learning center in each district of India. This
program is designed to offer students a holistic and well-rounded
education that combines ancient spiritual wisdom with modern skills
and knowledge. Manparth Bharat's team of experts is working
tirelessly to create cutting-edge educational content and training
programs that can be accessed by anyone, anywhere. Manparth
Bharat's products and services are designed to cater to a wide range
of audiences, including students, teachers, and educational
institutions. From online courses and workshops to immersive
learning experiences and educational software, the company offers a
diverse range of solutions to meet the needs of its customers. Overall,
Manparth Bharat is a dynamic and innovative startup that is
transforming the Indian education landscape through its unique
approach to ED-TECH and Religious Duality. With a passionate
team and a bold vision for the future, the company is poised to
become a major player in the global education market.
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MARKSPORTS (IPSUM SPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED) is a
startup founded by Bhavya Varshney in the field of sports. The
company is dedicated to helping uncapped players in the sports
industry to get endorsements, marketing opportunities, and Ads
campaigns. The company's main focus is to provide players with
the necessary exposure to get ahead in the highly competitive
sports industry. MARKSPORTS offers a range of services and
products to help players reach their full potential, including
marketing and advertising campaigns, sponsorships, and
merchandise sales. The company's mission is to create a platform
where uncapped players can showcase their talent and connect
with potential sponsors and advertisers. By providing these
players with a dedicated support system, MARKSPORTS hopes
to help them achieve success and recognition in the sports
industry. The team behind MARKSPORTS is led by Bhavya
Varshney, who has extensive experience in the sports industry.
With a passion for sports and a deep understanding of the
challenges that uncapped players face, Bhavya and his team are
committed to providing innovative solutions that empower
players to achieve their goals. Overall, MARKSPORTS is an
exciting new startup that is poised to make a significant impact in
the sports industry. By providing players with the support they
need to succeed, the company is helping to level the playing field
and create opportunities for talented athletes to shine
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Maximer Marketing Solutions is a digital marketing startup
founded by Tushar Asthana and Ananya Goswami. Their goal is
to provide marketing solutions to businesses of all sizes, focusing
on delivering personalized and effective strategies to maximize
their clients' online presence and reach. Maximer Marketing
Solutions offers a wide range of services including search engine
optimization, social media marketing, pay-per-click advertising,
and website design and development. By working closely with
clients, the startup ensures that their strategies align with the
unique needs and goals of each business. Tushar Asthana and
Ananya Goswami bring a wealth of experience to the table, with
a deep understanding of the digital marketing landscape and a
passion for helping businesses succeed. They have a proven track
record of delivering results for clients and are constantly staying
up-to-date with the latest trends and technologies in the industry.
With Maximer Marketing Solutions, businesses can expect
tailored marketing solutions that are designed to drive traffic,
increase engagement, and ultimately lead to greater success
online. Whether it's a small startup or a large corporation,
Maximer Marketing Solutions has the expertise and dedication to
help businesses achieve their marketing goals.
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MECHNICO is a startup founded by Rounak Kumar, which
provides a unique mechanic service that aims to address the
common frustrations associated with finding a reliable and timely
mechanic. With MECHNICO, customers can easily book a
mechanic in any field within an hour, making it a convenient and
hassle-free option for those who need repairs or maintenance
work done quickly. MECHNICO's team of skilled and
experienced mechanics offer a wide range of services, from
routine car maintenance and repairs to complex engine
diagnostics and repairs. The startup is committed to providing
high-quality services to its customers, using the latest tools and
technologies to ensure that repairs are completed efficiently and
effectively. What sets MECHNICO apart from other mechanic
services is its focus on convenience and speed. By providing a
quick turnaround time for its services, the startup helps customers
save time and avoid the stress of long wait times or unreliable
service providers. Additionally, MECHNICO offers transparent
pricing, so customers can know the cost of the service upfront,
without any surprises. Overall, MECHNICO is a promising
startup in the field of mechanic services, offering reliable and
efficient solutions to meet the needs of customers. With its
commitment to customer satisfaction and convenience,
MECHNICO is well-positioned to become a leading player in the
market.
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Metro Retail Solutions is a startup founded by Hammad Rizvi in
the field of construction. The company specializes in wooden
work and construction services, providing its clients with a range
of solutions that meet their unique needs and preferences. With a
focus on quality, reliability, and innovation, Metro Retail
Solutions aims to be a leading provider of construction services in
the region. The company uses state-of-the-art technology and
tools to ensure that its projects are completed on time and to the
highest standards. At Metro Retail Solutions, the team is
comprised of experienced professionals who have a passion for
construction and a commitment to excellence. The team works
closely with clients to understand their specific requirements, and
then develops customized solutions that meet those needs.
Whether it's building a new home, renovating an existing
property, or adding an extension, Metro Retail Solutions has the
expertise and experience to deliver outstanding results. The
company is dedicated to providing exceptional service to its
clients, and is committed to building long-term relationships
based on trust, transparency, and mutual respect. In summary,
Metro Retail Solutions is a reliable and innovative startup that is
poised to make a significant impact in the field of construction.
With a focus on quality, reliability, and customer service, the
company is well-positioned to meet the needs of its clients and
succeed in a highly competitive market.
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Miles Upon is an innovative educational startup that offers online

courses, tutoring, and interactive learning experiences. Their

platform is user-friendly and accessible to students of all ages and

backgrounds, helping to make education more accessible to

everyone. 
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Mint. G is a dynamic startup in the field of Food & Beverages,
founded by Prince Rama. This innovative startup is all about
bringing a fresh and unique taste to the market, while also
providing an exciting alternative to traditional drinks like pani
poori. The company is focused on providing exceptional services
to its customers, ensuring that they always have a satisfying
experience. The mission of Mint. G is to bring a refreshing new
taste to the world of food and drinks, and to offer an exciting and
unique experience to its customers. The startup achieves this goal
by carefully selecting high-quality ingredients and creating
delicious and innovative flavors that are sure to please even the
most discerning palate. At Mint. G, the team is passionate about
delivering exceptional service to its customers. They believe that
customer satisfaction is the key to success, and are always
striving to exceed expectations. Whether you're stopping in for a
quick drink or planning a special event, Mint. G is committed to
providing a memorable experience that leaves you feeling
refreshed and satisfied. Overall, Mint. G is a promising startup
that is poised to make a big impact in the food and beverage
industry. With its commitment to quality, innovation, and
outstanding customer service, it is sure to become a go-to
destination for anyone looking for a fresh and exciting drink
experience
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 MRS Metro Retail Solutions is a cutting-edge startup founded by
Hammad Rizvi and Abdurrahman Rizvi in the field of
construction. The company is based on the TalantonCore
platform, which is India's first and only highly rated talent
platform designed to uplift new talents in various fields such as
music, arts, dance, and more. MRS Metro Retail Solutions aims
to revolutionize the construction industry by providing innovative
solutions and exceptional customer service. The company's team
of experts brings a wealth of experience to the table, ensuring that
all projects are completed on time and within budget. The
startup's use of the TalantonCore platform also sets it apart from
its competitors. The platform provides a platform for new talents
to showcase their skills and receive recognition without any
hesitation. Through this unique approach, MRS Metro Retail
Solutions is helping to foster the growth and development of
talented individuals in various fields. Overall, MRS Metro Retail
Solutions is an exciting new player in the construction industry,
with a commitment to quality, innovation, and inclusivity. With
its experienced team and cutting-edge platform, the company is
well-positioned to achieve success and make a positive impact on
the industry as a whole
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My Career Helpline is an Ed Tech startup founded by Md. Nadeem
Sarwar and Ziyauddin Zamir. The platform provides educational
services aimed at helping individuals achieve their career goals. My
Career Helpline operates through an online platform that offers a
range of services, including career guidance, skill development, and
job search support. The startup's mission is to empower individuals
with the knowledge and tools they need to succeed in their chosen
career path. The founders bring a wealth of experience in the
education industry, having worked in various roles, including
teaching, career counseling, and curriculum development. My Career
Helpline's unique value proposition lies in its personalized approach
to career development. The platform leverages cutting-edge
technologies such as AI and machine learning to provide customized
recommendations based on an individual's skills, interests, and career
aspirations. The startup also partners with leading employers to
provide job placement assistance and connect candidates with the
right opportunities. The target audience for My Career Helpline
includes students, graduates, and working professionals who are
seeking to enhance their career prospects. By using the platform,
users can access a wide range of educational resources, including
online courses, certifications, and job search tools. With a focus on
innovation and customer satisfaction, My Career Helpline is poised to
become a leading player in the Ed Tech space.
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Neeb Texas, founded by Amaey Agarwal, is a startup in the
fashion clothing industry. The company focuses on using chosen
fabric and polyester to create unique garments. Neeb Texas offers
garment-making services to customers who are looking for high-
quality, stylish clothing options. The mission of Neeb Texas is to
provide customers with comfortable, durable, and fashionable
clothing that is made with care and precision. By using carefully
selected fabrics and materials, the company aims to ensure that its
garments not only look great but also feel great to wear. Neeb
Texas differentiates itself from other fashion clothing companies
by offering a personalized approach to garment-making. The
company works closely with each customer to understand their
individual preferences and requirements. This allows Neeb Texas
to create custom garments that are tailored to each customer's
unique needs and preferences. The target audience for Neeb
Texas is anyone who is looking for high-quality, fashionable
clothing that is made with care and attention to detail. The
company's garments are suitable for a wide range of occasions,
from casual wear to formal events. Amaey Agarwal, the founder
of Neeb Texas, has a background in fashion design and brings a
wealth of expertise and experience to the company. With a focus
on quality, innovation, and customer satisfaction, Neeb Texas has
the potential to become a leading player in the fashion clothing
industry.
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 BTS is a startup founded by Shaurya Kumar that aims to provide
innovative transportation solutions for students and working
professionals. The company leverages technology to make the
process of booking and using transportation services seamless
and convenient for its customers. BTS recognizes that
transportation is a crucial aspect of daily life for many people,
especially those who are students or working professionals with
busy schedules. With this in mind, the company's mission is to
provide safe, reliable, and affordable transportation services that
meet the needs of this demographic. The unique value proposition
of BTS lies in its focus on the needs of students and working
professionals. The company understands that these individuals
often have specific requirements when it comes to transportation,
such as flexible scheduling and affordable pricing. AG aims to
provide customized solutions that cater to these needs and make
transportation a hassle-free experience. The team behind BTS has
extensive experience in the transportation industry and is
committed to delivering exceptional service to its customers. The
company has already established partnerships with local
businesses and educational institutions, positioning itself for rapid
growth and success in the market. Overall, BTS is a promising
startup that is poised to revolutionize the transportation industry
and improve the daily lives of students and working
professionals.
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Nut to Boat is a dating startup founded by Vishal Diavisine that
aims to revolutionize the way people approach online dating.
Unlike traditional dating apps that focus on swiping and
messaging, Nut to Boat focuses on making dating more real by
offering a range of services that help users to connect and meet in
person. Nut to Boat provides a platform for users to find and
connect with like-minded individuals who are interested in going
on real dates. The app offers a range of services including
organizing and booking dates, suggesting suitable venues,
providing transportation, and even offering personalized dating
advice. Vishal Diavisine, the founder of Nut to Boat, has a
background in technology and a passion for creating meaningful
connections. He has assembled a team of experienced developers
and dating experts to help bring his vision to life. Nut to Boat is
targeted towards young adults who are looking for genuine
connections and meaningful relationships. By providing a unique
and personalized dating experience, Nut to Boat sets itself apart
from other dating apps and helps users to navigate the
complexities of modern dating. With its innovative approach and
commitment to helping users find love in the real world, Nut to
Boat is poised to become a leading player in the online dating
industry.
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Nutriplan, founded by Abhinav Bhatera, is a startup in the field of
Foodtech that provides personalized meal plans based on your
dietary habits. This innovative service is designed to help
individuals achieve their health and wellness goals by providing
them with customized meal plans tailored to their unique needs.
At Nutriplan, the team of experts includes experienced
nutritionists and dieticians who work closely with clients to
understand their dietary preferences, restrictions, and health
goals. Using this information, they develop customized meal
plans that are nutritious, delicious, and perfectly aligned with
their clients' needs. What sets Nutriplan apart from other meal
planning services is its focus on personalization. The team
understands that everyone's dietary needs and preferences are
different, and they strive to create meal plans that are tailored to
each individual's specific requirements. Whether you're looking
to lose weight, build muscle, or simply maintain a healthy
lifestyle, Nutriplan is the ideal solution for all your dietary needs.
With its expert team, cutting-edge technology, and personalized
approach, Nutriplan is poised to revolutionize the world of
foodtech and help millions of people achieve their health and
wellness goals.
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OFN Solutions is a startup founded by Shreyansh Gupta that
specializes in providing IT hardware and solutions in the field of
Manufacturing and E-commerce. Our mission is to help businesses
optimize their operations and achieve greater efficiency through the
implementation of advanced technology solutions. At OFN Solutions,
we offer a range of services that cater to the specific needs of our
clients. Our team of experts works closely with businesses to assess
their IT infrastructure and provide tailored solutions that are both
effective and cost-efficient. We understand that the success of a
business is dependent on its ability to adapt to changing market
trends, which is why we stay up-to-date with the latest technology
advancements and incorporate them into our solutions. Our unique
value proposition lies in our commitment to providing exceptional
customer service. We believe in building long-term relationships with
our clients and strive to exceed their expectations with every
interaction. We also offer flexible payment plans and ongoing
support to ensure that our clients get the most value out of their
investment. As a startup, we have a highly skilled and experienced
team with a track record of delivering successful projects. Our
founder, Shreyansh Gupta, has a background in IT and extensive
experience in the Manufacturing and E-commerce sectors. We are
confident that with our expertise and passion for innovation, we can
help businesses thrive in an increasingly competitive market.
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Orbin Fiacre is a startup founded by Ruman in the field of cab
services, with a unique focus on providing safer transportation
for women. With safety being a major concern for women
while traveling, Orbin Fiacre aims to address this problem by
providing reliable and secure cab rides. The company's
mission is to empower women to travel with confidence by
offering safe and comfortable cab rides with female drivers.
Orbin Fiacre's drivers are well-trained, experienced, and
undergo background checks to ensure the safety of the
passengers. Orbin Fiacre operates on a service-based model,
offering its cab services to women in various cities. The
company provides a user-friendly mobile app and website to
book rides conveniently. It also offers various options such as
shared rides, solo rides, and pre-booked rides to cater to the
needs of its customers. The startup is committed to delivering
exceptional customer service, and its focus on safety and
reliability has earned it a loyal customer base. Orbin Fiacre
has ambitious plans for expansion, with the goal of providing
its services to women across the country. With its unique
approach to cab services, Orbin Fiacre has the potential to
revolutionize the transportation industry and provide women
with a safer and more comfortable way to travel.
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PrashantRitikIndiaLLP is a startup founded by Prashant Mann in
the field of manufacturing and tenders. The company specializes
in the production of plastic goods and provides turnkey tender
services. With years of experience and expertise in the field,
PrashantRitikIndiaLLP is committed to delivering high-quality
and innovative products that meet the needs and expectations of
its customers. At PrashantRitikIndiaLLP, we understand the
challenges and complexities of the manufacturing industry and
strive to offer comprehensive solutions that streamline the
production process and improve efficiency. Our team of skilled
professionals works closely with clients to develop customized
solutions that meet their specific requirements and help them
achieve their business goals. In addition to our manufacturing
services, we also provide turnkey tender services that cover the
entire tendering process, from tender preparation and submission
to contract negotiation and implementation. We are dedicated to
providing our clients with a hassle-free and transparent tendering
experience, and our expertise and experience in this field make us
a trusted partner for businesses of all sizes and industries.
Overall, PrashantRitikIndiaLLP is committed to delivering
exceptional value and quality to our clients, and we are excited to
be a part of the manufacturing and tendering landscape in India.
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Printer Help is a startup founded by Rishbah Jain in the field of tech,
with a mission to revolutionize the printing industry by providing
innovative solutions to small business owners. Their smart printer
module is a powerful tool that can help small business owners save
time, reduce waste, and improve the efficiency of their printing
operations. Gone are the days of constantly monitoring ink levels and
dealing with printing errors. Printer Help's smart printer module is
designed to take care of all of that for you. By using advanced
technology, the module is able to predict when ink or toner levels are
running low, alerting you ahead of time so that you can order
replacements without any interruption in your printing operations. It
also helps to optimize printing jobs, reducing paper waste and
unnecessary printing. Printer Help's services are ideal for small
business owners who are looking for a better way to manage their
printing needs. With their smart printer module, businesses can
streamline their printing operations and improve overall efficiency,
ultimately saving time and money. In addition to their innovative
technology, Printer Help's team is made up of experienced
professionals with a deep understanding of the printing industry.
Their expertise enables them to provide top-notch customer service
and support, ensuring that their clients receive the best possible
experience. Overall, Printer Help is a promising startup that has the
potential to transform the way small businesses manage their printing
operations.
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PROSTHETIK LLP is an AI and ML-based startup founded by
Prakhar Srivastava and Sourabh Singh. The company specializes
in providing fraud detection services through the use of advanced
technology. The startup's innovative solution utilizes machine
learning algorithms to analyze transaction data in real-time,
detecting fraudulent activity and alerting the user to take
appropriate actions. The technology also has the ability to learn
and adapt to new fraud patterns, ensuring the accuracy and
effectiveness of the system over time. PROSTHETIK LLP's
services have the potential to save businesses and individuals
significant losses due to fraud, and provide peace of mind in an
increasingly complex financial landscape. The startup's team is
highly experienced and has a deep understanding of AI and ML
technologies, positioning them as a leading player in the fraud
detection market. With a focus on delivering top-quality solutions
to their clients, PROSTHETIK LLP is dedicated to building long-
term relationships based on trust and exceptional service. The
startup is committed to driving innovation in the field of AI and
ML, and is poised for continued growth and success in the
coming years.
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PYASH is a supply chain startup founded by Suraj Kumar and
Divyanshu Gupta, with a mission to revolutionize the way
drinking water is distributed and supplied. The startup specializes
in digitizing the drinking water supply chain system, providing
cutting-edge services that streamline the entire process. By
leveraging innovative technologies, PYASH has created a highly
efficient and transparent system that ensures safe and reliable
delivery of drinking water to consumers. The startup's services
include water quality testing, online billing and payment, real-
time tracking of water delivery, and more. PYASH's solution
stands out from traditional supply chain systems by providing
real-time data and insights, enabling stakeholders to make
informed decisions and respond quickly to changes in demand.
This results in significant cost savings and improved efficiency,
benefiting both suppliers and consumers. The startup's founders,
Suraj Kumar and Divyanshu Gupta, have extensive experience in
the field of supply chain management and have received
numerous awards and recognitions for their innovative solutions.
With PYASH, they aim to create a sustainable and reliable supply
chain system for drinking water that can make a positive impact
on society.
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Quick Intern is an innovative startup in the field of Edtech
founded by Sudhanshu Dubey. The company's main objective is
to provide students with quick and hassle-free internship
opportunities to help them gain practical experience in their
chosen fields of study. Quick Intern operates as a service-based
platform, connecting students with employers who are looking
for talented and motivated interns. The platform is designed to be
user-friendly, making it easy for students to create profiles,
browse available internships, and apply to positions that match
their interests and skillsets. What sets Quick Intern apart from
other internship providers is its focus on providing quick and
efficient services. The platform uses advanced algorithms and
analytics to match students with the right internships quickly,
streamlining the application process and reducing waiting times.
Through Quick Intern, students can gain valuable hands-on
experience, build their resumes, and develop the skills they need
to succeed in their chosen careers. The startup has the potential to
revolutionize the way students find internships and create new
opportunities for aspiring professionals. With Sudhanshu Dubey's
expertise and vision, Quick Intern is well-positioned to become a
leading provider of internship services in the Edtech space,
helping students achieve their career goals and supporting the
growth and development of businesses in need of fresh talent.
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Reiterate Customs is a startup founded by Vishal Kumar
Diavisine in the field of E-Automotives. The company specializes
in converting petrol bikes into electric hybrids that can run on
both battery and petrol. The innovative technology used in the
conversion process makes the bikes eco-friendly and cost-
effective, as they consume less fuel and emit fewer pollutants.
The startup offers its services to bike owners who wish to
upgrade their vehicles to be more environmentally sustainable
without sacrificing performance or convenience. The conversion
process is seamless, and the bikes retain their original look and
feel, with the added benefits of reduced noise and vibration.
Reiterate Customs' mission is to make electric hybrid bikes more
accessible to the masses, contributing to a cleaner and greener
planet. Vishal Kumar Diavisine, the founder of Reiterate
Customs, has extensive expertise in the automotive industry and a
passion for innovation. His team of skilled technicians and
engineers work diligently to provide top-quality services to
customers. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, Reiterate Customs has quickly established
itself as a leader in the electric hybrid bike conversion industry.
Overall, Reiterate Customs is a promising startup with a clear
vision and a unique value proposition that addresses the growing
demand for sustainable transportation solutions.
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RexIt is a startup founded by Yash Singh that focuses on
providing digital marketing services to local vendors who lack
technical knowledge in the field. Our goal is to help these
vendors expand their reach beyond their local market by
leveraging the power of the internet. At RexIt, we understand the
challenges faced by local vendors in the increasingly digital
world. With the rise of online marketplaces and social media
platforms, it has become essential for businesses to establish a
strong online presence to attract customers. However, many local
vendors lack the technical expertise or resources to navigate the
complex world of digital marketing. That's where RexIt comes in.
Our team of experienced digital marketing professionals provides
a range of services to help local vendors establish a strong online
presence, from website design and development to social media
marketing and search engine optimization (SEO). Our services
are tailored to meet the unique needs of each individual client,
and we work closely with them to develop a customized digital
marketing strategy that aligns with their business goals and
budget. With RexIt, local vendors can tap into the power of
digital marketing to reach customers beyond their local market
and compete with larger businesses. At RexIt, we are passionate
about helping local vendors succeed, and we believe that
everyone should have access to the benefits of digital marketing.
If you're a local vendor looking to expand your reach, RexIt is
here to help.
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Sems is a Cleantech startup founded by Aditya Dogra with a
mission to revolutionize the way we consume and manage
energy. Sems provides a unique system that integrates both
hardware and software to create a centralized environment for
energy management, which works as a service. The system is
designed to help individuals and businesses optimize their energy
consumption, reduce their carbon footprint, and save money on
energy bills. The SEMS system is a powerful tool that allows
users to monitor and control all aspects of their energy usage in
real-time. It provides data-driven insights and recommendations
to help users make informed decisions about their energy
consumption. With SEMS, users can track their energy usage,
identify areas where energy is being wasted, and implement
targeted solutions to reduce consumption. Sems' unique value
proposition lies in its holistic approach to energy management.
Unlike other energy management systems that focus solely on
hardware or software solutions, SEMS provides a comprehensive
solution that combines both. This allows for a more integrated
and seamless energy management experience that delivers
superior results. Overall, Sems is a promising startup that has the
potential to make a significant impact in the Cleantech industry.
With its innovative approach to energy management and
commitment to sustainability, Sems is well-positioned to help
individuals and businesses alike reduce their energy consumption
and environmental impact.
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Smart Tyre founded by Saumya Singh, is a cutting-edge startup
that offers real-time health checks for vehicle tires through a
range of innovative technology solutions. The company's mission
is to provide drivers with a comprehensive and accurate view of
the condition of their tires, enabling them to take proactive steps
to ensure their safety on the road. Using a combination of sensors
and sophisticated software, Smart Tyre can monitor a wide range
of tire metrics, including pressure, temperature, wear, and tear,
and provide real-time updates to drivers through a mobile app or
web portal. The service is available as a subscription-based
model, making it affordable and accessible to drivers of all types
of vehicles. Smart Tyre's unique value proposition lies in its
ability to offer an efficient and cost-effective alternative to
traditional tire health checks, which can be time-consuming and
expensive. By leveraging the latest technology, the startup is
transforming the way drivers approach tire maintenance, helping
them to save money and stay safe on the road. Saumya Singh, the
founder and CEO of Smart Tyre, brings a wealth of experience in
the technology industry to the company. With a team of
experienced engineers and industry experts, Smart Tyre is well-
positioned to disrupt the tire health monitoring market and
establish itself as a leader in the field of vehicle technology.
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Softmax is an Ed Tech startup founded by Sumit Kumar with the
goal of providing a unique platform for organizing competitions
and events in schools and colleges. The company's main objective
is to encourage and nurture student talent by providing them with
opportunities to showcase their skills and knowledge. Softmax
offers a wide range of services to schools and colleges, including
organizing quiz competitions, debate tournaments, science fairs,
and various other academic and co-curricular events. By
leveraging technology, Softmax aims to make these events more
accessible, organized, and engaging for both participants and
organizers. The startup's services are designed to be user-friendly
and customizable, allowing schools and colleges to tailor events
to their specific needs and preferences. Softmax's team comprises
seasoned professionals with extensive experience in education
and event management, ensuring that every event is executed to
the highest standards of quality and professionalism. Softmax's
mission is to create a positive impact on the education ecosystem
by providing a platform that promotes healthy competition,
fosters innovation and creativity, and inspires a love for learning.
With its innovative approach, Softmax is poised to become a
leading player in the Ed Tech space, making a meaningful
contribution to the future of education.
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Solar Streets is a startup in the field of solar energy founded by
Rahul Kesarwani. The company aims to create a safer and more
sustainable future by developing innovative products and services
that utilize solar energy. Their flagship product is a device that is
built using Arduino and is designed to glow only when necessary,
thus helping prevent accidents involving animals. The Solar
Streets device is an environmentally friendly alternative to
traditional streetlights, which can be a source of light pollution
and contribute to energy waste. By utilizing solar energy, the
device is able to operate independently of the grid, making it
ideal for use in remote areas or places where electricity is not
readily available. In addition to the product, Solar Streets also
provides a range of services related to solar energy, such as
installation and maintenance. Their team is made up of experts in
the field of solar energy, with extensive experience in
engineering, design, and project management. Overall, Solar
Streets' commitment to sustainability and innovation sets them
apart from others in the industry. By offering both a product and
services, they are able to provide comprehensive solutions to their
customers and contribute to a more sustainable future
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Soni Ram Music is a cutting-edge startup in the entertainment
industry, founded by Umesh Kaushik with a mission to
revolutionize the distribution of songs. It is a unique Songs
Distribution Platform that offers top-notch services to musicians
and songwriters to distribute their music globally. With Soni Ram
Music, artists can easily upload their tracks to the platform, and
the company takes care of the distribution to all major music
streaming services such as Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon Music,
and more. The platform also provides valuable insights and
analytics to help artists understand their audience and reach more
listeners. What sets Soni Ram Music apart from other similar
services is its commitment to quality and customer satisfaction.
The team is highly experienced and dedicated to providing
exceptional customer service to ensure that artists receive the best
possible support throughout the distribution process. As a result,
Soni Ram Music has quickly gained popularity among
independent artists and record labels, making it a go-to choice for
music distribution. With its innovative approach and dedication
to excellence, Soni Ram Music is poised to become a major
player in the music industry.
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SOUP-IT is a promising startup in the field of Health Tech,
founded by Ayush Gupta. With a focus on mental fitness, SOUP-
IT provides innovative services that cater to the unique needs of
individuals seeking to improve their mental wellbeing. The
startup offers a range of services that are designed to help
individuals overcome stress, anxiety, and other mental health
issues. These services include personalized coaching, guided
meditation, and cognitive-behavioral therapy sessions, all of
which are delivered through an intuitive and user-friendly
platform. At the heart of SOUP-IT's approach is a commitment to
personalized care. The startup's team of experienced mental
health professionals works closely with each client to create a
customized plan that addresses their specific needs and goals.
This tailored approach ensures that clients receive the support and
guidance they need to achieve optimal mental health outcomes.
With its cutting-edge technology, dedicated team of experts, and
commitment to personalized care, SOUP-IT is poised to make a
significant impact in the field of mental health. By providing
accessible and effective services, the startup is helping
individuals live happier, healthier lives.
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Stepnika is a startup founded by Kuldeep Goswami that aims to
revolutionize the way people search for and book hostels and
rooms. The startup operates as a service, without the need for any
brokers, to provide the best room and hostel options for their
customers. The main goal of Stepnika is to simplify the entire
process of booking hostels and rooms, making it hassle-free and
affordable for everyone. With a focus on transparency, Stepnika
provides customers with all the necessary information, such as
pricing, amenities, and location, to help them make informed
decisions. Stepnika's platform also provides a range of services,
including cleaning and maintenance, to ensure that customers
have a comfortable and enjoyable stay. The startup's commitment
to quality service has earned them a loyal following among
customers. Kuldeep Goswami, the founder of Stepnika, brings a
wealth of experience in the hospitality industry, having worked in
various roles across the sector. This expertise has allowed
Stepnika to develop innovative solutions that meet the needs of
their customers. In summary, Stepnika is a game-changing startup
that is poised to disrupt the hostel and room service industry by
providing affordable, transparent, and high-quality services to
customers.
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Stockpe is a fintech startup founded by Shubham Rawal with a
mission to make stock education fun and accessible to everyone.
The platform provides a range of services designed to help people
learn about investing in stocks in a simple, engaging, and easy-to-
understand way. With Stockpe, users can access a variety of
educational resources, including tutorials, videos, and interactive
quizzes, all aimed at demystifying the world of stock investing.
What sets Stockpe apart from other educational platforms is its
focus on making learning about stocks fun and engaging. The
platform is designed to appeal to a broad range of users, from
seasoned investors to those who are just getting started with
investing. Stockpe's user-friendly interface and intuitive design
make it easy for anyone to learn about stocks and begin investing
in a smart and informed way. In addition to its educational
services, Stockpe also offers a range of investment tools and
services to help users manage their investments and make
informed decisions about buying and selling stocks. These
include real-time market data, advanced charting tools, and
personalized investment recommendations based on each user's
unique investment goals and risk tolerance. With its innovative
approach to stock education and investment services, Stockpe is
poised to become a leader in the fintech industry, helping more
people than ever before achieve their financial goals through
informed and savvy investing.
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"Store High 6" is an AI-based start-up that revolutionizes the
retail industry by providing a seamless shopping experience
through its intelligent model. It uses advanced algorithms and
machine learning techniques to analyze customer behavior,
preferences, and purchase history to recommend personalized
products. "Store High 6" leverages the power of AI to optimize
inventory management, reduce waste, and enhance customer
satisfaction. With "Store High 6," retailers can increase sales and
improve their bottom line while delivering exceptional customer
service. 
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SwaLay, a startup founded by Nikhil Jain, is revolutionizing the
field of music distribution through the incorporation of forensic
science services. SwaLay offers a variety of services including
audio-video analysis, crime scene investigation and
reconstruction, accidental case investigation, blood examination,
handwriting and signature examination, fingerprint examination,
data recovery, forensic photography, private investigation, and
training and workshops. The company is also focused on
education and offers certification programs for those interested in
expanding their knowledge of forensic science. By incorporating
these forensic science services, SwaLay aims to ensure that the
distribution of music is done in a transparent and fair manner.
Through their services, they can identify any potential fraudulent
activity and take appropriate action. Additionally, SwaLay's
private investigation services can help uncover any discrepancies
or fraud in the music industry. SwaLay's team of experts has
extensive experience in the field of forensic science, with a focus
on audio and video analysis. They have already achieved notable
success in the music industry, and their unique approach has
garnered interest from both established and emerging artists.
Overall, SwaLay is changing the game for music distribution by
providing a comprehensive suite of forensic science services that
ensure transparency and fairness in the industry. With their team's
expertise and commitment to excellence, SwaLay is poised for
continued success in the years to come.
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TalantonCore is a music distribution startup founded by Nikhil
Jain that is revolutionizing the talent industry in India. Serving as
the country's first and only highly rated talent platform,
TalantonCore provides a safe and supportive space for new and
emerging artists to showcase their skills and connect with fans
and industry professionals alike. Through its innovative
approach, TalantonCore offers a range of services that encompass
not only music but also the arts, dance, and other creative
disciplines. This comprehensive approach reflects the startup's
commitment to fostering diverse and inclusive communities of
talent, with a focus on uplifting artists from all backgrounds and
perspectives. Under the leadership of Nikhil Jain, TalantonCore
has quickly gained a reputation as a trusted and effective platform
for aspiring artists in India. With a talented and experienced team
behind it, the startup is poised to continue making waves in the
music industry and beyond, providing unparalleled opportunities
for new talent to thrive and succeed.

TalantonCore

Digital Marketing
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Team Black Society is an innovative startup founded by Sidharth
Singh, aimed at revolutionizing the world of online gaming and
esports in India. With a mission to provide top-notch gaming
experiences to players across the country, Team Black Society
offers a wide range of services on its online gaming platform.
One of the unique features of Team Black Society is its focus on
community building and engagement. The platform offers a
variety of tournaments and events that allow gamers to connect
with each other, compete in exciting competitions, and build a
sense of camaraderie and teamwork. Team Black Society's online
gaming platform is also designed to be user-friendly and
accessible to gamers of all skill levels. The platform offers a
variety of games and challenges that cater to players of different
interests and abilities, ensuring that everyone can find something
that they enjoy. Under the leadership of Sidharth Singh, Team
Black Society has quickly established itself as a leading player in
the online gaming and esports industry in India. With a dedicated
team of experienced professionals, the startup is poised for
continued growth and success as it expands its services and
offerings in the years to come.

Digital Marketing
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TEDDYBARE is a startup founded by Ishaan Nigam that
specializes in customized clothing. The company offers a range
of personalized jackets and other clothing items to its customers,
allowing them to express their unique style and personality
through their fashion choices. At TEDDYBARE, the focus is on
providing high-quality clothing that is not only stylish but also
comfortable and durable. The team works closely with each
customer to understand their specific needs and preferences,
ensuring that every garment is tailored to their individual style
and taste. One of the key differentiators of TEDDYBARE is its
commitment to sustainability. The company uses eco-friendly
materials and production processes to minimize its environmental
impact, while also ensuring that its products are ethically made.
Overall, TEDDYBARE is a company that is dedicated to
providing its customers with personalized, high-quality clothing
that is both stylish and sustainable. With its focus on
customization, quality, and sustainability, TEDDYBARE is well-
positioned to succeed in the competitive world of fashion.
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The Urban Merchandise is a startup that offers a collection of
boho decor for homes. With a focus on urban living, the
company's mission is to provide an eclectic and cozy vibe to
modern spaces. The Urban Merchandise's products, including
tapestries, throw pillows, wall art, and other home decor items,
are sourced from independent artists and manufacturers, ensuring
high quality and unique pieces. The company's name reflects its
commitment to affordability, providing customers with stylish
and affordable options to decorate their homes. Overall, The
Urban Merchandise offers a refreshing and bohemian take on
home decor for urban living. 

The Urban Merchandise

Mohd Hadi Siddiqui

home decor 
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TIMES OF UP is a cutting-edge startup founded by Umesh
Kaushik, aimed at revolutionizing the field of news media. As a
digital news media platform, it offers a wide range of news and
current affairs content to its users. The platform is built around
the concept of providing reliable and authentic news from various
sources in a single place, making it easy for readers to stay up-to-
date with the latest developments. What sets TIMES OF UP apart
from other news media outlets is its commitment to providing
high-quality content that is accurate, unbiased, and informative.
The platform is designed to offer a personalized experience to its
users, allowing them to tailor their news feed according to their
interests and preferences. The team behind TIMES OF UP
comprises seasoned journalists, editors, and media professionals,
who bring with them years of experience and expertise in the
field. Their passion for news and commitment to excellence are
reflected in the platform's content, which is curated and produced
to the highest standards. At TIMES OF UP, the goal is to deliver
news and current affairs content that informs, engages, and
inspires. With its focus on accuracy, credibility, and quality, the
startup has quickly gained a reputation as a reliable source of
news for its users. As the platform continues to grow and expand,
it is poised to become one of the leading players in the news
media industry.
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Traveloo is a travel startup founded by Vikas Chaurasia that aims
to provide a comprehensive range of travel-related services to its
customers. The startup is dedicated to making the travel
experience seamless, enjoyable, and hassle-free for everyone.
With Traveloo, customers can easily plan and book their travel
itineraries, including flights, accommodation, transportation, and
activities, all in one place. The startup also offers customized
travel packages that cater to individual preferences and budgets.
One of the key differentiators of Traveloo is its focus on
customer service. The startup's team is composed of experienced
travel professionals who are dedicated to providing personalized
support and assistance to every customer. Traveloo also offers
24/7 customer support to ensure that customers receive
immediate help and guidance, whenever they need it. Traveloo's
target audience is diverse, including individuals, families, and
corporate clients looking for a reliable and efficient travel partner.
By leveraging the latest technology and partnering with trusted
travel providers, Traveloo delivers high-quality and cost-effective
travel solutions to its customers. Overall, Traveloo is a promising
startup in the travel industry, driven by a mission to simplify and
enhance the travel experience for all. With its customer-centric
approach, innovative solutions, and experienced team, Traveloo
has the potential to become a leading player in the travel industry.

Traveloo

vikas Chaurasia

travel
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Traveloo is a travel startup founded by Vikas Chaurasia that aims
to provide a comprehensive range of travel-related services to its
customers. The startup is dedicated to making the travel
experience seamless, enjoyable, and hassle-free for everyone.
With Traveloo, customers can easily plan and book their travel
itineraries, including flights, accommodation, transportation, and
activities, all in one place. The startup also offers customized
travel packages that cater to individual preferences and budgets.
One of the key differentiators of Traveloo is its focus on
customer service. The startup's team is composed of experienced
travel professionals who are dedicated to providing personalized
support and assistance to every customer. Traveloo also offers
24/7 customer support to ensure that customers receive
immediate help and guidance, whenever they need it. Traveloo's
target audience is diverse, including individuals, families, and
corporate clients looking for a reliable and efficient travel partner.
By leveraging the latest technology and partnering with trusted
travel providers, Traveloo delivers high-quality and cost-effective
travel solutions to its customers. Overall, Traveloo is a promising
startup in the travel industry, driven by a mission to simplify and
enhance the travel experience for all. With its customer-centric
approach, innovative solutions, and experienced team, Traveloo
has the potential to become a leading player in the travel industry.
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U FABRIC is a digital marketing startup founded by Jatin Jha
that is dedicated to bringing people's design ideas to life. Our
mission is to help individuals and businesses create unique and
personalized articles that reflect their individual style and
creativity. We understand that many people have brilliant ideas
but may lack the resources or technical skills to turn those ideas
into tangible products. That's where U FABRIC comes in - we
offer a wide range of services to help our customers realize their
vision, from designing and prototyping to manufacturing and
distribution. Our team of experienced designers and marketers
work closely with each client to ensure that their ideas are
accurately represented and attractively presented. We specialize
in blending creative design with digital marketing strategies to
create products that stand out in a crowded market. At U
FABRIC, we are passionate about empowering our customers to
express their individuality and create products that are truly
unique. Whether you're a small business owner, an artist, or just
someone with a great idea, we're here to help you bring your
vision to life. Join us on our mission to make design accessible to
everyone.
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Urgent Bee, founded by Dipti Kunwar, is a startup that aims to
revolutionize the delivery business. With a focus on speed and
reliability, Urgent Bee provides a service for individuals who
need their personal documents and files delivered to them as
quickly as possible. Using state-of-the-art technology and a
dedicated team of professionals, Urgent Bee guarantees that your
documents will be delivered to you in the shortest possible time
frame. Whether you need important paperwork for a job
interview or medical records for a doctor's appointment, Urgent
Bee is here to help. What sets Urgent Bee apart from other
delivery services is its commitment to personalized customer
service. From the moment you place your order, you will receive
updates on the status of your delivery and can track your package
in real-time. Urgent Bee's services are perfect for individuals who
need a reliable and efficient delivery option. The startup is
committed to providing its customers with the highest level of
service and is continuously expanding its offerings to meet their
evolving needs. With Dipti Kunwar at the helm, Urgent Bee is
poised to become a leader in the delivery industry, providing
individuals with fast, reliable, and personalized service for all
their delivery needs.
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URS Creations, founded by Awanish Yadav, is a digital
marketing startup that offers a range of services to help
businesses improve their online presence. The startup specializes
in quick printing services, digital booking, and other related
services that help businesses streamline their operations and reach
their customers more effectively. With a strong focus on
customer satisfaction and innovative solutions, URS Creations
has quickly become a trusted partner for businesses across
various industries. The startup's team of experienced
professionals combines cutting-edge technology with creative
thinking to provide tailor-made solutions that meet the unique
needs of each client. One of the unique value propositions of
URS Creations is its commitment to providing quick and efficient
services without compromising on quality. The startup utilizes
advanced technology and efficient workflows to ensure that
clients receive high-quality services in a timely and cost-effective
manner. Overall, URS Creations is an innovative and customer-
centric startup that is poised to revolutionize the digital marketing
industry with its cutting-edge solutions and exceptional service.
Whether you're looking to improve your online presence,
streamline your operations, or reach new customers, URS
Creations has the expertise and tools to help you achieve your
goals.

urs creations
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Vint&Vogue is going to be a leading social marketplace for new
and secondhand style for women, men, kids,pets, home, and
more,Vint & Vogue is a dynamic startup founded by Bhargavi
Jaiswal in the field of retail. The company aims to be a leading
social marketplace for new and secondhand style for women,
men, kids, pets, home, and more. Their innovative platform
provides a one-stop-shop for customers looking for a wide range
of fashionable items for themselves, their loved ones, and their
homes. Vint & Vogue's unique value proposition lies in its ability
to connect buyers and sellers in a seamless and social way. The
platform allows users to discover, buy, and sell items while
engaging with a community of like-minded fashion enthusiasts.
By promoting sustainability and reducing waste through the
resale of pre-owned items, Vint & Vogue is setting itself apart as
a socially responsible brand. With an emphasis on exceptional
customer service, Vint & Vogue aims to provide a personalized
experience for each and every user. The platform's services
include customization, styling advice, and more to ensure that
every customer's needs are met. Bhargavi Jaiswal, the founder of
Vint & Vogue, is a seasoned entrepreneur with a passion for
sustainability and fashion. With a team of experts in retail and e-
commerce, she is dedicated to making Vint & Vogue a household
name in the world of online shopping.
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 Vital Vessels, founded by Abhijat, is a startup in the field of
adventure sports essentials. The company's mission is to provide
high-quality and reliable products for adventurers who are
passionate about outdoor sports. Vital Vessels offers a range of
essential products for adventure sports enthusiasts, including
backpacks, hydration systems, tents, sleeping bags, and more.
Each product is designed and crafted with the highest standards
of quality and durability, ensuring that adventurers can rely on
them in any conditions. In addition to its product offerings, Vital
Vessels also provides a range of services to support the adventure
sports community. These include equipment rentals, guided tours,
and training programs to help individuals develop the skills they
need to safely and confidently enjoy outdoor sports. Abhijat and
his team at Vital Vessels are committed to providing exceptional
customer service and fostering a community of adventurers who
share a passion for exploration and outdoor sports. With a focus
on quality, reliability, and customer satisfaction, Vital Vessels is
poised to become a leading brand in the adventure sports
industry.
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 Xpert Times is a dynamic startup founded by Umesh Kaushik in
the field of news media. The company provides innovative and
comprehensive services to TNews Media, aimed at
revolutionizing the way people consume news. Xpert Times has a
clear mission to bring the latest news and events to their audience
in a reliable, informative, and engaging way. Their unique value
proposition is based on cutting-edge technologies that allow for
the fast and accurate dissemination of news in a rapidly changing
media landscape. With a team of experienced professionals and a
focus on innovation, Xpert Times is well-positioned to
differentiate itself from other players in the market. Their services
are tailored to meet the needs of TNews Media and their target
audience, with a particular focus on providing high-quality
content and exceptional user experiences. Umesh Kaushik, the
founder of Xpert Times, is a visionary leader with a wealth of
experience in the news media industry. Under his guidance, Xpert
Times has already achieved notable success, forging partnerships
and collaborations with leading players in the field. Overall,
Xpert Times is an exciting startup with a bright future in the
world of news media. With a commitment to innovation, quality,
and excellence, they are poised to make a significant impact in
the industry and provide unparalleled value to their clients and
customers.
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Zinikus is a startup focused on revolutionizing personal-use

humanoids to advance the field of robotics and improve quality of

life. The company designs affordable and user-friendly robots

that can assist with household chores and personal care. Zinikus

is committed to innovation and constantly explores new

technologies to improve its products. With its dedication to

accessibility and advancement, Zinikus has the potential to

transform the role of personal-use humanoids in our lives.
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Zipper is a startup that provides fast and affordable delivery

services to local and village areas using advanced logistics

technology. The company partners with local businesses and

farmers to source goods and services, boosting the local

economy. Zipper's mission is to make it easier for people in rural

areas to access goods and services that are often hard to find.

Overall, Zipper offers an innovative solution that has the potential

to make a real difference in the lives of people living in local and

village areas.
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AnotheR Hand, founded by Ashutosh Pathak, is an innovative Ed
Tech startup that aims to be a digital career helper for students.
The platform provides a range of career-related services to
students, including career counselling, skill assessment,
personalized learning plans, and job readiness training. AnotheR
Hand's mission is to empower students to make informed career
decisions and develop the skills they need to succeed in their
chosen fields. What sets AnotheR Hand apart from other Ed Tech
platforms is its personalized approach to career development.
Through a combination of AI-powered assessments and human
expertise, AnotheR Hand creates tailored learning plans for each
student based on their unique interests, skills, and goals. The
platform also offers a range of resources, including industry
insights, job market data, and networking opportunities, to help
students make informed career decisions and build professional
connections. Ashutosh Pathak, the founder of AnotheR Hand, is a
seasoned entrepreneur and education professional with years of
experience in the field. His team of experts includes educators,
career counsellors, and tech professionals who work together to
deliver high-quality services to students. Overall, AnotheR Hand
is a promising startup that has the potential to revolutionize the
Ed Tech industry by providing students with the tools they need
to succeed in their careers.
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At our company, we specialize in designing and manufacturing
custom and user-friendly Automobile and IoT HMI's. Our goal is
to provide a better user experience and increase the functionality
and interactivity of automobiles, while also improving safety
features. Our team of experts works closely with clients to
understand their unique needs and develop a customized solution
that meets their specific requirements. Whether it's integrating
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), creating a more
intuitive dashboard interface, or developing new features that
enhance the driving experience, we are committed to delivering
the best possible solution for our clients. In addition, we are
constantly exploring new technologies and trends in the industry
to stay ahead of the curve and provide cutting-edge solutions. We
believe that by leveraging the latest advances in IoT and data
analytics, we can unlock new levels of performance, efficiency,
and safety in the automotive industry. Overall, our mission is to
help our clients create safer, more intelligent, and more connected
automobiles that meet the needs of modern drivers. If you're
looking for a partner that can help you achieve your vision for the
future of mobility, we're here to help.
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Dizzlearner is a startup providing affordable courses followed by

a live project and an MNC internship to develop specific skills.

The company's name reflects their focus on interactive and

engaging learning using technology like virtual reality and

gamification. Dizzlearner aims to build a supportive community

of learners and partners with industry experts to promote its

courses. Overall, Dizzlearner offers a promising approach to

education that is accessible and practical for everyone.

Dizzlearner
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Abs Cool is a startup which plays a very effective role in body

building and supplements. By this startup our company also

provide the online training to those who willing to developed

their personality and wellbeings.

Abs Cool
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